DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
of his opinion is overwhelming. Nevertheless, it is most unfor-
tunate that what would otherwise be a clear-cut issue for English-
men is clouded and obscured by a third issue — that of the Jews.
Englishmen would fight again to make their country and the,
world free and happy. They do not want to fight to make Berlin
safe for the Jews.
Consider the facts. The Duchess of Atholl, Conservative
member for fifteen years for Kinross and West Perth, thinks
that our foreign policy is leading us to disaster. She disagrees
with the Government. Not even a Duchess may do that with
impunity. Immediately the Party Machine gets to work, she is
disowned by her local Conservative Association. Not even a
Duchess — not even a King — may challenge the little coterie
that rules us.
Duff Cooper resigns. Immediately a letter appears in The Times
castigating him as a renegade. He was elected to support the
National Government. How dare he oppose it?
Do you remember on what appeal this Government was elected?
To succour a small country against a mighty aggressor? As soon
as the election was won. the small country — which could have
made good terms; as Benesh could have made good terms, if it had
been told in advance — was left completely alone, face to face with
one of the strongest military powers in the world. Then the same
thing happens to another small country. A Minister resigns.
He is the traitor, not the Government elected on that very issue.
It is impossible to believe that the people who have done these
things did not know what they were doing. The long, long trail
from China and Abyssinia to Spain and Austria and Czecho-
slovakia was plain to see in advance, and they were told about it
long in advance. Immediately after the Peace of Munich the
way was .cleared for the ruthless subjugation of another small
State — Spain.
For nearly three years Republican Spain has held out. Do
you think a government could have done that, against 80,000
Moors and 80,000 Italians and masses of German and Italian
aeroplanes and artillery and tanks, if it hadn't the people behind
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